
Expression of interest 

Notice of ………………………….

The undersigned Surname___________Name ________ Fiscal Code/Tax code ______________

Born_______ Date _______ State_________Sex______Resident at _______
 
______City  __________Address ______Postal code ________ Phone/Cell___________Email 

address:_____________

submits the expression of interest for:

Position _____________________________

Academic discipline _____________________________

ERC Domain :

  Physical Sciences and Engineering
  Life Sciences 
  Social Sciences and Humanities. 

The candidate is required to submit only one application related to only one position and may indicate one 
or more academic discipline that he/she considers congruent with his/her scientific activity. Only one ERC 
domain has to be flagged.

To this purpose he/she DECLARES to possess the:

requirement a) of art. 2 of this notice

 and the qualification  of ________at _____  starting from______  

which corresponds to the position of: _________________________________________________
Note: Italian and foreign academic positions are defined in the DM n. 456  dated 10-05-2023  

requirement b) of art. 2 of this notice
and at least one of the following requirements according to the DM 15.07.1997:

i) to hold a similar position in a foreign universities for at least three years;
ii) received distinguished international science awards;

iii) covered managerial positions in highly qualified international research institutes for at least three 
years.

Specifically_____________________________________________

requirement c) of art. 2 of this notice

and to be PI of grant in the following high-qualification research programs (for instance, Rita Levi Montalcini  
program  for  young  researchers,  ERC,  ecc.):  ___________________  with  the  project 
entitled______________identification code______________ start date ______ end date ______ ERC Grant 
Type (for ERC grants only) ___________

requirement d) of art. 2 of this notice
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and the qualification of ________at _____  starting from______  

which corresponds to the position of: _________________________________________________
Note: Italian and foreign academic positions are defined in the DM n. 456 dated 10-05-2023  

requirement e) of art. 2 of this notice

and the qualification  of ________at _____  starting from______  

Moreover,  he/she declares to  be in  possession  of  the  National  Scientific  Qualification (ASN)  valid  until 
_________ in the competition sectors____________ for ________ professor or not to be in possession of  
ASN.

For this purpose, attached are the following:

1. motivation letter;
2. curriculum  vitae  including  a  list  of  publications  and  a  brief  description  of  the  most  significant 

publications;
3. statement of  research,  teaching,  public engagement and so on (max 12000 characters included 

spaces);
4. documents proving the correspondence between the Italian and foreign academic positions. 

Note : if such a document is not available for the application time, it is possible to produce a self-
certification  according  to  artt.  46  and  47  of  D.P.R.  445/2000  declaring  the  possession  of  the 
requirement.  

Signature


